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ABSTRACT 
We first prove that if x is an element on the unit sphere of arbitrary K6the space E, x is strictly 
positive #-a.e. and x is an LM-point, then x is an UM-point. Criteria for lower and upper monotone 
points in Calder6n-Lozanovskii spaces E~ are presented. Points of lower local uniform mono- 
tonicity and upper local uniform monotonicity in E~ are also considered. Some sufficient conditions 
and necessary conditions for these properties of a given point x in S(E +) are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
First we introduce the notations and define the notions used in this paper. Let 
(T, N, #) be a complete and a-finite measure space and L ° = L°(T, N, #) be the 
space of  all (equivalence classes of) N-measurable real functions defined on T. 
A Banach space (E, II lie) is said to be a K6the space i re  C L ° and: 
(i) for every x ~ L ° and y c E with Ix(t)l <~ ly(t)l #-a.e. in T, we have x c E 
and IIxlle ~< Ilyll~, 
(i/) there is a function x c E such that x(t) > 0 for any t c T. 
By S(E), B(E) and E + we denote the unit sphere, the unit (closed) ball of  the 
space E and the positive cone of E (E + = {x E E : x ~> 0}). For any x C E, de- 
fine supp x = {t E T:  x(t) ¢ 0}. 
Key words and phrases. Orlicz function, K6the space, Calder6n-Lozanovski[ space, order con- 
tinuity, delta two ripe condition, points of monotonicity. 
Mathematics Subject Classification. 46E30, 46B20, 46B30, 46C05, 46A45. 
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Recall that for every K6the space E there is a sequence (An) ofpairwise disjoint 
measurable sets, such that Un~_ i An = T and XA, E E (see [KA]). 
A point x C E + is called apoint of upper monotonicity (UM-point for short) if 
for every y c E + \ {0} we have ][x][ E < []x + Y[IE. A point x E E + \ {0} is called 
a point of lower monotonicity (LM-point for short) if for every y c E +, such that 
y ~< x and y ¢ x, we have [[Y[[E < [[x[IE" If every point of S(E +) is a UM-point 
(or an LM-point), then we say that the space E is strictly monotone. 
We say that x E E + is a point of upper local uniform monotonicity (ULUM- 
point for short) if for any sequence (y~) c E such that x <~ Yn (n E ~), we have 
[Ix - Y,[IE ---+ 0 whenever ][Y,][E ~ [[x[[E" If every point of S(E +) is a ULUM- 
point, then we say that E is an upper locally uniformly monotone space (ULUM- 
space). 
A point x C E + \ {0} is said to be a point of lower local uniform monotonicity 
(LLUM-point for short) if [[x -Yn[] -* 0 for any sequence (yn) c E such that 
0 ~< Yn ~< x (n E N) and [[Yn[[E ---+ [lX[]E • If every point of S(E +) is a LLUM- 
point, then we say that E is a lower locally uniformly monotone space (LLUM- 
space). 
It is known that monotonicity properties are restrictions of appropriate ro- 
tundity properties to the set of the couples of comparable elements in the posi- 
tive cone of a K6the space (see [HKM2]). They have some important and nat- 
ural applications in the dominated approximation problems (see [Kul] and 
[Ku2]) and in the ergodic theory (see [AS]). Moreover, the points of lower or 
upper monotonicity play similar role in the positive cone of a K6the space as 
the extreme points in a Banach space. The points of lower or upper local uni- 
form monotonicity play in the positive cone ofa K6the space similar role as the 
points of local uniform rotundity in a Banach space. 
We say that a K6the space E has the Fatouproperty (E 6 (FP) for short) if for 
any (xn) in E + such that xn T xma.e., x E L ° and sup [[x~]] E < c~, we have x E E 
and [[Xn[]E ~ [[X[[E. n 
A point x E E is said to have order continuous norm if for any sequence (y~) in 
E such that 0 ~< Yn ~< [x[ (n E ~) andy~ ~ 0#-a.e., we have [[Y~[[E --+ 0. By Ea we 
denote the space of all elements of E with order continuous norm. 
A function ~ : [0, ~)  ~ f0, ~]  is said to be an Orliczfunction if ~ is convex, 
vanishing and continuous at zero, left continuous on (0, ~)  and not identically 
equal to zero (see [Ch], [KR], [Lu], [Ma], [Mu] and [RR]). For an Orlicz func- 
tion we define 
a~ = sup{u >~ 0: q)(u) = 0}, b~ = sup{u > 0: ~(u) < co}. 
If  a~ = 0, then we will write ~ > 0 and if ~ takes only finite values (b~ = c~), 
then we will write ~ < oe. 
Given a real K6the space E and an Orlicz function ~, we define on L ° the 
convex semimodular 
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S o Ixl lIE, if ~ o Ix I E E 
0~(x) / oc, otherwise. 
The Calder6n-Lozanovski~space E~ generated by the couple (E, ~) is defined as 
the set of these x E L ° that ~,(Ax) < +oc for some I > 0. The norm in E~ is 
defined by 
Ilxll~ = inf{a > 0: Q~(x/a) ~< 1} 
(see [CHM] and [Ma]; cf. [Lo]). If  E has the Fatou property, then also E~ has 
this property, whence it follows that E~ is a Banach space. 
In the whole paper we will assume that E is a K6the space with the Fatou 
property. It is worthwhile to notice that the space E~ is a special case of a gen- 
eral Calder6n-Lozanovski~ construction kP(E, F), where E is a KSthe space and 
F = L °°. Recall that for each concave and homogeneous function ~P : N2+ ~ N+ 
and any couple (E, F) of K6the spaces (on 7) the space gr(E, F) consists of all 
functions x E L ° such that 
Ixl ~< A~(IY], Iz]) 
holds for some A > 0, y E B(E), z E B(F) and is equipped with the norm 
[]XlIe,(E,F ) = inf A, 
where the infimum is extended over all possible values of A for the inequalities 
as above (see [Lo], [Ca]). This construction plays an important role in the in- 
terpolation theory and in the special case of ~P(s, t) = sl-°t ° (0 < 0 < 1) it is 
related to the complex interpolation method of Calder6n (see [Ca]). If  E and F 
have the Fatou property, Ovchinnikov proved that ~O(E, F) is an interpolation 
space between E and F (see [Or]). Therefore, it seems to be important o in- 
vestigate the local monotonicity properties of so important spaces. 
For an arbitrary element x of L ° we define 
O(x) := inf{A > 0: O~,(x/A) < ec}. 
The number O(x) is nothing but the distance of x from the subspace (E~)a of 
order continuous elements in E~. 
We say an Orlicz function ~ satisfies condition A2(0) (~ e A2(0)) if there exist 
K > 0, u0 > 0 such that 0 < ~(uo) and the inequality ~(2u) ~< K~(u) holds for 
all u e [0, uo]. 
We say, a function ~p satisfies condition A2(oc) (~ E A2(oo)) if there exist 
K > 0, u0 > 0 such that ~(uo) < oo and the inequality ~(2u) ~< K~(u) holds for 
all u ~> u0. 
If  there exists K > 0 such that ~(2u) ~ K~(u) for all u 7> 0, then we say that 
satisfies condition A2(N+) (~ E A2(R+)). 
For a K6the space E and an Orlicz function ~ we say that ~ satisfies condi- 
tion Af  ((p EAf  for short) if: 
1) ~ E A2(0) whenever E~--~L °°, 
2) ~ C A2(oo) whenever L ~ ~--~E, 
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3) ~ E A2(R+) whenever neither L c~ ~ E nor E ~ L °° 
(see [HKM1]). 
Lemma 1. For an arbitrary element x of a Calder6n-Lozanovskff space E~, we 
have 
(i) if o~(x) = 1, then Ilxll  -- a, 
(ii) /fllxll~ ~< 1, then O~(x) <<. llxll~, 
(iii) /fllxll~ > 1, then &,(x) >>. Ilxll~. 
These facts are even true in any modular space Xm generated by a left-con- 
tinuous modular m (see [Mu]). 
Corollary. 
(i) I f (x , )  C E~and Q~o(x,) --+ 1, then ItXnll~ --+ 1. 
(ii) I f (x , )  c E~ and IIXnN~ ~ O, then 0~(Xn) ---* O. 
Lemma 2. (see [CHM], [FH1] and [FH2]) I f~  is an Orliczfunction such that 
qo < oc, qo EAf  and E is a K6the space, then for any x E Ee and any sequence (x.) 
in E~, we have: 
(i) O~(x) = 1 whenever Ilxll  = 1, 
(ii) Q~(x.) ~ 1 whenever IIx.ll  -+ 1 
Lemma 3. (see [CHM], [FH1] and [FH2]) Let ~ > 0 and ~ EAf .  Then for any 
sequence (x,) in the Calderdn-Lozanovskifspace E~, we have ]ix, [1~, ~ 0 whenever 
o~(x.)  --+ o. 
Global monotonicity properties of Orlicz spaces were considered in [BH] and 
of Calder6n-Lozanovskii and generalized Calder6n-Lozanovskii spaces in 
[CHM], [HKM1], [FH1] and [FH2]. Various points of monotonicity in Musie- 
lak-Orlicz spaces were considered in [HLWl] and [HLW2]. Global mono- 
tonicity properties of Musielak-Orlicz spaces were considered in [HLSW], 
[HKu], [Kul] and [Ku2]. The results of our paper are related to the results of 
that papers, but they do not generalize them. They concern local geometric 
structure of Calder6n-Lozanovskii spaces, which means that we look which 
points of the unit sphere are lower (or upper) monotonicity points and which of 
them are points of lower (or upper) local uniform monotonicity. Of course, 
some ideas from the papers mentioned above are applied also in this paper, but 
in many parts of the proofs of our results new methods and techniques are de- 
veloped. 
RESULTS 
It is easy to see that a point x E E + \ {0} in any K6the space E is a UM-point 
(LM-point, ULUM-point, LLUM-point)  iffx/lIxlle is a UM-point (LM-point, 
ULUM-point, LLUM-point).  Therefore, it is enough to formulate criteria of 
monotonicity for points in S(E +) only. 
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Lemma 4. I f  x ES(E  +) is an LM-point of a K6the space E and 
#(T \ suppx) = O, then x is a UM-point of 
Proof. Let x E S(E+), #(T  \ supp x) = 0 and assume that x is not a UM-point. 
Then there exists zEE  +, z¢0 ,  satisfying I ]x+z I l= l .  Denote An= 
{tET :x ( t ) ) l /n}  and Bn={tEsuppz :z ( t )<<.n}  for nEN.  Since 
#(T \Un~IAn)=0,  by the assumption that #(T \suppx)=0 and 
#(suppz \ Un~l Bn) = 0, there exist k, m E N such that #(Ak n Bm) > 0. If 
1 z we putC=AkNBmandy=~ xc, thenx>~y>~0, y¢0and 
1 = ]Ix + zll >~ IIx +Yll /> Ilxll-- 1. 
Therefore, 
[}x-Yll = [ ]2x - (x÷y) l  I ~> 21lxll- I I x÷Y l l - -2 -  1 = 1. 
This means that x is not an LM-point. [] 
Example. For arbitrary K6the space E and an Orlicz function ~ with a~ = 
b~ =: b (b ¢ (0, oo)), we have E~ = L °~ and ][xi[~ = ~ []xl[~. In this space LM-  
points and LL  UM-points are the same and they have the form CXA, where c > 0 
and A is an atom. Moreover, UM-points and UL UM-points are then also the 
same points and they have the form cxr  (c _> 0). 
On the base of this example, in the sequel we will assume that a~ < b~ for any 
Orlicz function p that will be considered below. 
Theorem 1. A point x E S(E +) is a UM-point of E~, if and only if x = b,~XT or the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) x ~ a~XT, 
(ii) O~(x) = 1, 
(iii) ~ o x is a UM-point of E. 
Proof. Necessity. Let x E S(E +) and x ¢ b~xr. Suppose that (i) is not satisfied. 
Then the set A = (t E T:x ( t )< a~) has positive measure. Define y = 
(a~ - X)XA. We see that y E E + \ (0} and 
~(x  + y) -- lip o xX~-\A ÷ ~ o (x + Y)XA lIE = lip o XXr\A 
+ ~(a~)XAllE <<- ~(X) <~ IlXll~ = 1. 
Hence I lx+yl l~ ~< 1. Combining this fact with the inequality I lx+yl l~ 1> 
Ilxll~ = l, we obtain Ilx + yll~ = 1. This means that x is not a UM-point. 
If  condition (ii) is not satisfied, then t~(x) =: r < 1. From the assumption 
x 7 ~ b~x:r we obtain that there exists a number n E N such that the set 
B= {t E T : x(t) + l /n < b~} 
has positive measure. Let D be a subset of B such that #(D) > 0 and XD E E. We 
can choose a number u E (a~, b~) satisfying 
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II (u)  llE < 1 - r .  
There exists a measurable function y /> 0 with suppy  -- D such that 
~(x(t) + y(t)) <~ ~(x(t)) +~(u) and y(t) <<, 1/n 
for every t E D. We see that y E E~ and 
+y)  = o XXr\  + o (x + Y) DII  ~< Ilw ° x + W(u)xDlle ~< r + 1 - r = 1 
Hence 1 = Ilxll~ ~< IIx + yll ,  ~< 1 and therefore x is not a UM-point.  
It remains to show the necessity of  condit ion (iii). Let us assume that x is a 
UM-point  of E~. Since the necessity of (ii) has been proved, we may assume 
that ~ o x E S(E). Suppose that condit ion (iii) is not satisfied, i.e. there exists 
y E E + \ {0} such that 
o x + yl le = 1. 
Define the function g as the restriction of  function ~ to the set G, where 
G = {0} U (a~,b~]. We may schoose ~ with ~( t )< b~#-a.e.. I f  we define 
z = g-1 o y, then z E E~. Since z/> 0 and z ¢ 0, there exists a nonnegative 
measurable function h such that supp h = supp z and 
~o x + ~oz  >~ ~o (x + h). 
We can easily see that h E E~ and 
1 = I I~ox+ ~ozl [E  ~> l i fo  (x+h) l lE  = o~,(x+h)o~(x) = 1, 
whence [Ix + h[[~ = 1, a contradict ion. 
Sufficiency. Let y E E + \ {0} be arbitrary. First we assume that condit ions 
(i)-(iii) are satisfied. By condit ion (i), we get x + y ) a~xr and x + y ¢ a~xr. 
Hence, in view of Lemma 1 in [HLW1], 
o (x+y)  >~ ~ox+ ~o (a~xr +y).  
Now, since ~ o (a~xr + y) >>- O, ~ o (a~xr + y) ¢ 0 and ~ o x is a UM-point  in 
E, we obtain 
O~,(x + y) ) [l~ ° x + ~ o (a~xr + y)lIE > II~ o xl[ e = 1. 
Therefore [ix + y[[~ > 1. 
Assume now that x = b~xr. There exists a natural  number  n such that the set 
C = {t E T :  y(t) > ibm} has positive measure. Since x(t) +y(t)  > (1 +~)b~ 
for all t E C, so 0~,(~-r+l (x + y)) -- oe and therefore, [ix + y[[~ >~ 1 + ~ > 1. [] 
Theorem 2. A point x E S(E +) is an LM-point if and only/ fsupp x is an atom or 
the following conditions are satisfied." 
(i) O(x) < 1, 
(ii) #({t E suppx  : x(t) <~ a~}) = 0, 
(iii) ~ o x is an LM-point of E. 
Proof. Necessity. Let x E S(E +) be an LM-po in t  and suppx  be not an atom. 
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Suppose that condi t ion (i) is not  satisfied, i.e. O(x)= 1. Take A, B E P~, 
both of  posit ive measure,  such that A N B = ~ and A U B = suppx.  Then 
O(XXA) = 1 or O(xxe) = 1. Assume, for example,  that  O(XXA) ---- 1. Then, by 
O(xxA) = O(x -- x )~)  = 1, we obta in  [ix - XXBII~ /> 1, a contradict ion.  
I f  condi t ion (ii) does not  hold,  then the set A = {t E suppx  : x(t) ~ a~} has 
posit ive measure.  By (i), the necessity of  which has been a l ready proved, we 
have O(x) < 1, and consequent ly O~(x) = 1. I f  we take y = ½xxA, then we have 
y E E + \ {0},y ~< x, and 
~(x  - y )  = I1~ o XXT\A + ~ o (x /R)xA I IE  = I1~ o XXT\AIIE = It~ o XlIE = ~(X)  = l, 
whence we obta in  IIx - yl[~ = 1, a contradict ion.  
Now we will show that condi t ion (iii) holds whenever x E S(E +) is an LM- 
point  and suppx  is not  an atom. By (i), we have ~ o x E S(E). Let us take y ¢ E 
such that 0 ~< y ~< ~ o x and y ¢ 0. We can choose a measurab le  funct ion z such 
that 
z¢O,O<.z<.x  and ~°x-y~o(x -z ) .  
Since x is an LM-po in t ,  we have 
I I~ox-y l lE  ~ I1~o (x -  z)ll~ = ~(x-z )  < I I x -  zll~ < 1. 
This shows that ~ o x is then an LM-po in t  of  E. 
Sufficiency. Let us assume that [[x[I ~ = 1, 0 ~< y ~ x, y ¢ O, and condit ions 
(i)-(iii) be satisfied. We have suppy  c suppx  and, by (i), Or(x) = 1. F rom con- 
di t ion (ii) it fol lows that for z := ~ o x - 79 o (x - y) we have z ~> 0 and z ¢ O. 
Since ~ o x is an LM-po in t  and z ~< ~ o x, so 
( l )  0~(x - y) = It~ o (x - y)[lE = II~ o x -- ZlIE < II~ ° XlIE = Or(X) = 1 
From the inequal i ty O(x) < 1, we obta in  O(x - y) < 1. Therefore, by (1), we have 
I Ix -Y[ I~ < 1. 
Now we assume that x ¢ S(E~) and x = cxA, where c > 0 and A is an atom. 
This means that IIxAlt~ = 1/c. I f  we take 0 ~< y ~< x, y ~ 0, then y = rxA for 
some r ¢ (0, c]. Thus 
C- - r  
. . . .  <1 ,  I I x -y l l~  I I (c -  r)xAIl~ (c -  r)ll~All~ c 
which means that x is an LM-po in t .  []  
Proposition 1. Let ~ be an Orlicz function satisfying condition A f  , ~ > O, ~ < oc 
and x E E +. I f  ~; o x E E + is an LL  UM-point of E, then x is an LL  UM-point of 
F~. 
Proof.  Assume,  without  loss of  generality, that  x E S(Ef) .  Let (Yn) be a se- 
quence such that y E E + \ {0}, Yn ~< x for all n E N and Ily~ll~ --' Ilxll~ = 1. We 
will show that I l x -  ynll~ --+ 0. 
Since ~ EAf  and ~ < oc, we have I1~ o XlIE = ~(x)  = 1 and 
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(2) I1~ °Y.II~ = e~(Y.) -+ l. 
The function ~ is increasing, so 0 ~< f o y~ ~< ¢ o x (n E N). Since f o x is an 
LL  UM-point we have by (2), 
I1~ o x - ~ o y .  lIE - '  0.  
Now, applying the inequality 
0 <~ p~(X-yn)  = l i fo  (x -Y,)I IE ~< II~ °x -  ~ °y ,  IIE, 
we get p~(x --Yn) ~ 0 and then, by ~p c A f  and ~ > 0, 
I I x -y ,  ll~ ~ 0. [] 
Analogously we can prove 
Proposition 2. Let ~ satisfy condition A~, ~ > 0 and ~ < oo. A point x E E + is a 
ULUM-point of E~ whenever ~o x is a ULUM-point of E. 
Lemma 5. A point x E E has not absolutely continuous norm if and only if there 
exist a sequence (An) of measurable sets and ~ > 0 such that." 
(i) Un~=l An = T, 
(ii) Ai 21 Aj = ~) for i,j E N and i 7L j, 
(iii) [[xxA. IIE >~ (S for alln E N. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let (An) and ~ > 0 fulfil conditions (i)-(iii). Setting Bn = 
T \ Uk=ln AK we see that B1 D B2 D B3 D ..., f'qn~__l Bn = 0 and 
IIx)CB, llE /> Ilx)~/,+l lie/> 
for all n ~ N. Hence, in view of Theorem 3.2 in [BS], we see that x ¢ Ea. 
Necessity. Suppose x ¢ Ea. Choose a sequence (C,) of measurable sets such 
that C1 D C2 D C3 D --., #(Nn=l~° C~) = 0 and I]X)~c, lIE > e for some e > 0 and 
all n E N. The existence of such a number e > 0 and such a sequence (Cn) is 
guaranteed by Theorem 3.2 in [BS]. Additionally we can assume that #(Ck \ 
Ck+ I) > 0 for any k c N. Denoting for simplicity Yn = xxco, we see that Yn (t) --+ 
0 for #-a.e. t E T. Let us remark that there is no subsequence of the sequence 
(Yn) being norm-convergent i  E. So, there exists an increasing sequence (nk) of 
natural numbers and ~ > 0 such that [[Yn~ - Ynk+, []E >1 6 for any k E N. Put 
OO 
A1 = (T \  Cn2) U r~Cn k, A2 = Cn2 \ Cns, A3 • Cn3 \ Cn4,.... 
k=l 
OO 
Then Aj 21Ai = (~ for i ¢ j and U An = T. Moreover, 
n=l 
I IxxA1 lie = I Ix - xxc.~ l i e />  I lxxc.,  - xxc.~ l ie = Ilyn~ - yn2 lie >/ 
and 
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I lxx~+ lIE -- Ilxxc~+ - xxC I IkTL  I1~ --  Ityn~ - y.~+, I1~ > 6 
for k ~> 2. In such a way we have shown that the sequence (An) satisfies condi- 
t ions (i), (ii) and (iii) f rom our lemma. [] 
Lemma 6. I f  x E S (E  +) is an LLUM-po int  of  E, then x has absolutely continuous 
norm. 
Proof.  Suppose that x ¢ E~. Then by Lemma 5, there exists a sequence (An) of 
pairwise disjoint sets in ~ such that Un~__t An = r and IIx)~A~IIE >1 6 for some 
6>0andanynEN.  Denoteyn=x-xxA,  (n E N) . Since O ~< yn ~< x, yn ¢ x 
for all n E N andyn ---+ x weakly, so IlynllE --+ IIxlle. In consequence, x is not an 
LLUM-po in t  in E. [] 
Lemma 7. I f  x E (E~o)a, then ~ o Ilxll ~ E~ 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that IIxll~ : 1 and suppose that 
o Ilxll c E \ Ea. Then, in virtue of Lemma 5, there exist 6 E (0, 1] and a se- 
quence (An) of pairwise disjoint measurable sets such that Un~=l An = T and 
II~ o IIxlI~AnlIE >>" 6 for any n E N. Since 
so 1 ~> I]XXA, II~ >~ 6 for any n E N. This implies, again by Lemma 5, that 
x~(E~)a. [] 
Proposition 3. I f  x E E + is an LLUM-po int  of  E~llxll, then ~ o x is an LLUM-  
point of  E. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of general ity that x E S(E+). Every 
LLUM-po in t  is an LM-po int ,  so in virtue of Theorem 2, we get O(x) < l 
and consequently, O~(x) = II~ o xl[ E = 1. Let (Yn) C E + satisfy the inequality 
Yn ~< ~ox for any n E N and IlYnlIE ~ 1. Denote zn =g-1  oyn, where g is the 
restr ict ion of function ~ to the set G, where G = {0} U (a~,b~] whenever b~ < 
ec and ~o(b~) < ec, and G = {0) U (a~, b~) otherwise. Then zn E E~, 0 ~< zn ~< x 
for all n c N and Ilz,[l~ --+ 1 because ¢~(zn) = IlynllE ~ 1. F rom the assumpt ion 
that x is  a LLUM-po in t ,  we obtain II x - znl]~ ~ 0. Let (zn~) be a subsequence of 
(zn) such that znk(t) ---, x(t) for #-a.e. t E T. Then (~ o znk)(t) --+ (~ o x)(t) for 
#-a.e. t E T. By the inequality 0 ~< ~ o x - 7) o znk ~< ~ o x, we get 
II~ ox -  ~ o z,,kll~ = II~ ox--Yn+11~ --> 0 
because ~ox  has absolutely cont inuous norm in E (see Lemmas 6 
and 7). Finally, by the double extract subsequence theorem, we obtain 
II~ o X--YnllE--> O. [] 
Proposition 4. Let E = Ea and [0, o+) c ~([0, c+)). I f  x c S (E  +) is a ULUM- 
point of  and O(x) < 1, then ~ o x is a ULUM-point  of  E. 
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Proof. Assume that Ilxll~ = 1, x i s  a ULUM-po in t  and c > 1 is such that 
(3)  < 
Let (Yn) CE  + be a sequence such that yn~>~ox for any n~ and 
Ily~lle ---+ Ilq ° o XllE. Every ULUM-po in t  is a UM-point  as well. We have, by 
Theorem 1, ]]~ o xll e = 1 and x >~a~xr. Let f  be the restriction of  the function 
to the set [a~,b~). Denot ing z~ =f -1  oy , ,  we have z, ~> x, zn c E~ for all n E 
N and 0r(z,)  = IIY~IIE --+ 1. So, Ilzn[[~ ~ 1. Since x is a ULUM-point ,  we obtain 
Hzn - xll ~ ~ 0. Let (z,~) be a subsequence of (z,) such that 
c -1  
(4)  Ilz,  - x G < - -  c 
k=l 
I f  we put h := Y~k~l (z,k - x), then we have h E E + and 
znk <<. x + h 
for any k E N. Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we have zn~(t) - x(t) --+ 0 
for #-a.e. t E T. Inequalit ies (3), (4) and convexity of ~ yield 
c g~ h + 8~(cx)<zxz 
and therefore by E E (FP), ~ o (h + x) ~ E. Since (~ o z,~)(t) - (~ o x)(t) --+ 0 
for #-a.e. t E T and 
0 <~ ~oz .~ - ~ox  <~ 9~oz.k <~ ~o (x+h)  
for any k E [~, by order continuity of the space E, we get 
Ilyn  - ~ o x l le  - -  o - o x l lg  - - '  o .  
By the double extract subsequence theorem, we obtain I IY~-~ o xll E ~ O, 
which means that ~ o x is a UL UM-point  of  E. [] 
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